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Abstract. Data generated by the increasingly frequent use of sensors in housing provide the
opportunity to monitor, manage and optimize the energy consumption of a building and the
user comfort. These data are often strewn with rare or anomalous events, considered as
anomalies (or outliers), that must be detected and ultimately corrected in order to improve the
data quality. However, many approaches are used or might be used (for the most recent ones)
to achieve this purpose. This paper proposes a classification methodology of anomaly detection
techniques applied to building measurements. This classification methodology uses a wellsuited anomaly typology and measurement typology in order to provide, in the future, a
classification of the most adapted anomaly detection techniques for different types of building
measurements, anomalies and needs.

1. Introduction
The most common use of Building Management System (BMS) and connected devices in the building
sector has led to a democratization of edifices called smart buildings. A smart building can be seen as
an association of multiple systems, software and sensors that aims to meet two main objectives:
reducing both operational costs and environmental impact by managing and optimizing the energy use
(1) and improve the comfort of the occupants (2). Smart buildings generate a massive amount of data
from measurements (temperature, CO2 concentration, occupation, etc.) that has to be analyzed in order
to extract useful information for the user, the manager or the system itself. However, due to errors that
may occur during the measurement phase (data transmission failure, accident, etc.) this collected data
is rarely clean and straight usable. To address this problem, it is becoming essential to identify rare or
anomalous events in datasets composed of varied data, to ultimately be able to correct them and to
have data of sufficient quality to reach the objectives set.
Nowadays, anomaly detection is used in various domains for multiple purposes [1,2] such as
financial with the fraud detection or in the security field to detect intrusion and even in the medical
field to detect breast cancer. This approach has evolved from a simple use of expert-defined rules to
advanced procedures that include statistical analyses and advanced machine learning techniques
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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[1,2,3]. However, even though several papers discuss about anomaly detection for different areas,
those tackling the issue of building measurement flawed data are less common and often discuss about
one method or family of anomaly detection for a specific measurement or problem [4,5,6].
Thus, this paper will attend to provide an overview and a global classification 1 of the most adapted
anomaly detection techniques for different types of building measurements and anomalies. The goal
pursed is to present and classify most efficient methods for every type of anomaly and measurement
encountered and to highlight the added value (if any exists) of the methods that are currently, or might
be, used.
The presented work is structured as follows: first, the construction of a classification method for
anomaly detection techniques adapted to building measurements is described. Results and future work
will be shown afterwards.
2. Methodology
2.1. Approach and organization
Although a lot of well-known and inspiring surveys on anomaly detection have been published over
the past couple of years, this paper attend to focus solely on time series data from building
measurement.
The following Figure 1, inspired and adapted from Raghavendra and Chandola’s multi-disciplinary
surveys [1,2], highlights the approach followed in order to build the classification and the selection
methodology. First, an adapted typology of anomaly (1) and measurement (2) is built according to the
characteristics of the data and anomalies studied, both directly depending on the field of application.
These typologies are defined to include as many cases as possible while allowing new ones to be
added without having to change their existing structure. Thus, the combination of these two specific
typologies will allow us to provide an exhaustive classification method of anomaly detection
techniques for different types of building measurements and anomalies (3). Those three parts will be
discussed in the following section according to the structure described in Figure 1. The training
method (supervised, semi-supervised or unsupervised) is a key feature of anomaly detection
techniques as relevant as anomaly and data characteristics. However, this feature relies on the
availability of labelled data to train a specific technique and does not intervene in the classification but
later, while selecting and anomaly detection technique and thus, will not be discussed in this paper.

Figure 1: Key components of the classification and selection method for anomaly detection techniques in time series data
1

Following the general sense of an arrangement in groups or categories according to specifics criteria
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2.2. Anomaly typology for measured data
Literature usually classifies anomalies into three types: point, contextual and collective anomalies
[1,2,3,7]. This classification has the advantage of being a multi-disciplinary approach but lacks some
nuance when applied to times series alone. To address this issue, a typology of anomalies inspired by
the work of [1,7,8] has been adapted and built to building measurements and usual anomaly
encountered (see Table 1). This has resulted into a twelve elements classification depending on the
type of the anomaly and its nature.
Table 1: Proposed anomaly typology for time series from building measurement

Global

Single value
anomaly

Successive value
anomaly

Global value
anomaly

Timestamp

Its own existence is sufficient to be detected
Single timestamp
anomaly

Univariate

Value

Sequential

Single univariate
anomaly

Multivariate

Related

Nature

Independent

Type
Local

Single multivariate
anomaly

Successive timestamp
anomaly

Global timestamp
anomaly

Its own existence is sufficient to be detected
Successive univariate
anomaly

Global univariate
anomaly

One or more information from the same time series is required to detect it
Successive multivariate
anomaly

Global multivariate
anomaly

One or more information from other time series (one or more) is required to detect it

The type of an anomaly refers to the range of the anomaly in the data: local if one element is involved,
sequential for consecutives ones and global if all the series is affected.
On the other hand, the nature refers to the kind of attribute or combination of attributes (such as
value, timestamp or both) for one or combined time series that enables to identify an anomaly.
For a specific time series, an anomaly is considered as independent (on a value or on a timestamp)
when there is no need to collect any other information in order to be detected. For instance, an
impossible high value, such as a relative humidity value of 120% presented in the Figure 2 (i), is
considered as a single value anomaly. On the other hand, a lack of data during a time range as
presented in Figure 2 (ii) represents a successive timestamp anomaly. For the first example, the
anomaly occurs on the value axis while, in the second case, it appears on the time axis.
However, when one or more information is required to detect an anomaly within a time series, its
nature is said to be related. If some information (or context) is provided by the same time series, the
anomaly is considered as univariate. For instance, points highlighted in the Figure 2 (iii) have values
which are found elsewhere in the time series but do not match with their close surroundings. In this
case, time and value information must be both studied in order to detect the anomaly.
In a similar way, if information are provided from other time series (one or more), the anomaly is
called multivariate. A successive multivariate anomaly is illustrated in Figure 2 (iv) by comparing two
related times series: CO2 concentration and occupation measurements for the same room.
This typology gives a brief overview of the difficulties, the required resources and the detection
techniques that might be used or needed for detecting each anomaly presented. However, anomalies
are not the only feature that needs to be considered while selecting anomaly detection techniques.
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Depending of the nature of the data studied some detection techniques might not be optimal to use,
and thus some information specific to the data studied must be added to complete this feature.

Figure 2: Examples of anomalies in time series

2.3. Measurement typology
As stated by Chandola [1,9], the nature of the data is a key aspect of anomaly detection techniques.
This nature can be defined by several attributes (or variables) that are part of the data. By taking into
account their number, their type (categorical, continuous, binary …) and connection to each other, the
classification of anomaly detection technique can be refined.
In order to build a measurement typology and to prepare further tests, data reflecting the living and
operating conditions of different types of buildings (residential or tertiary) have been collected and
studied from several sources such as, BMS (Building Management System), connected devices,
classical meters or other sources. Table 2 presents the categories studied and provides some examples.
Table 2: Studied categories of monitored data and examples
Categories of monitored data
Environment
Indoor condition
Occupants
Environment
Outdoor condition
Energy
Building
management
Control system & devices

Sub categories and examples
Hygro-thermal (temperature, …), Air quality (CO2, …)
Position (activity, …) , Control actions (opening/closing windows, …)
Hygro-thermal (temperature, …), Solar radiation, Pressure, Wind
Consumption (heating, cooling, …), Production (heating, cooling, …)
Status (ventilation, valve, …), Regulation (temperature, …)

The data has been separated according to two criteria that influence or might influence the nature of
the data and thus the anomaly detection technique that can be used: the type of measurement and the
type of measuring process. First, the type of measurement allows differentiating discrete or binary
variables (valve opening, activity detection ...) from continuous variables (temperatures, radiations ...).
On the other hand, the measurement process is considered in order to differentiate measurements from
sensors with a constant acquisition frequency that are made on a regular and programmed timestamp
(CO2 concentration, relative humidity …) from those generated by an event (window opening, activity
…). However, the impact of the type of measuring process on the nature of the data and therefore, on
the anomaly detection technique, is still to be proven and remains as a conjecture.
In order to complete the measurement classification and to provide information for multivariate
anomaly detection techniques, a last criteria, the connection between measurements, is considered and
added to the classification. This connection is established through correlation techniques and domain
expertise. As an example, the CO2 concentration is classified as a continuous data with a regular
timestamp which is linked to occupancy and activity measurements.
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3. Results and investigations
Based on the proposed anomaly and measurement typology, we are able to present in Figure 3 (i) a
classification method for anomaly detection techniques that best suit with the specificities of each
dataset and anomaly encountered for building measured data. The next step, currently in progress, is to
fill each sub-part of this classification by listing and testing anomaly detection techniques on collected
measurements in order to classify them according to their use. For instance, Figure 3 (ii) presents the
test of a STL technique (Seasonal and Trend decomposition using Loess) on a labelled indoor
temperature in order to evaluate its capacity to detect successive univariate anomalies. Although this
technique seems to work well by detecting most of the successive anomalies in the dataset (a), its
inability to detect successive abnormal constant values (b) appears to restrict its use. By conducting
similar tests on other anomaly detection techniques (Isolation Forest, Facebook Prophet, etc.), this
classification may help to select an anomaly detection technique according to the needs of a project
(expected accuracy, time limitation, etc.), its specificities (encountered data or anomaly for instance)
or any eventual limitation (such as the availability of the data for training or to proceed multivariate
anomaly detection techniques). Furthermore, particular attention will be devoted on multivariate
anomalies detection techniques such as LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory) in future works. Indeed,
despite a considerable work in the literature attending to detect independent and related univariate
anomalies, there is a relative scarcity in anomaly detection techniques for related multivariate
anomalies [2,10,11].
Although this classification method wishes to offer in the future a non-exhaustive and decomposed
approach to select anomaly detection techniques for building measurements, some limitations have to
be considered. An important part of these limitations is related to the data collected in order to train or
use anomaly detection techniques. Depending on whether the data is labelled or not, its quality or
quantity, it might be complicated to provide a satisfactory result. For instance, STL techniques cannot
work if some data are missing in the dataset or a multivariate anomaly detection approach cannot be
applied if there are no correlated measurements to be use with. Furthermore, an anomaly is supposed
to be (and to remain) a rare event. Thus, it might be more efficient to focus solely on univariate
anomalies than multivariate anomalies even if a few anomalies remain undetected. Indeed, in
numerous cases, the increased accuracy provided by the use of multivariate anomaly detection
techniques might not be significant enough to justify allocating the additional time and resources
needed for them to run.
(i)

(ii)

Figure 3 : Proposed classification method for anomaly detection techniques in time series data from building measurements
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In addition to the classification and selection method for anomaly detection techniques, this work
pursues two other aims. 1) The development of a library of measured data and labelled anomalies for
the scientific community. Indeed no such open access labelled dataset exists to our knowledge, while
it is necessary to evaluate results, and even train supervised machine learning models. 2) The
evaluation of the reliability of the anomaly detection techniques in order to allow the qualification of
the studied data throughout the processing chain (pre-processing, during processing and postprocessing). This is in order to have an indication of the reliability (and use) of the data.
4. Conclusion and outlook
In this paper, we presented the construction and the implementation of a classification methodology of
anomaly detection techniques adapted to most of the measurements performed in the building domain.
The study of data and anomalies specific to time series allowed us to define two typologies that
constitute the core of this methodology. Although still incomplete and to be tested, this classification
methodology would allow, in fine, to select the most adequate anomaly detection techniques for each
type of anomaly and data encountered (or available). This methodology might also offer a global
overview of the techniques that are currently used or might be used, in the building sector and
potentially optimize the choice of selected algorithms according to the needs, conditions or limitations
of each study. Moreover, a modular system to deal with anomaly detection in buildings can potentially
be derived from this work, considering a detection module per anomaly typology.
In future work we hope to automatize this selection and application process through an online
platform in order to provide a quality check of the supplied data to define if a correction is doable.
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